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Arabah. el Madfuna
April 2nd 1935

Dear Mother. 

          The house that Jack built has given us a lot 
of fun, I started to put it together to-day & the others 
all got so interested in it that they had to come 
& help too, I have made a table, settle, chair & rug 
for the downstairs room, we will furnish the upper 
room next market day probably. so far only 
Nannie has seen it, we will show it to the men 
when it is complete. I gave Sheikh-Jed el Karim 
the first two P.Cs of the Jubilee series, he was so 
pleased with them & he asked me to send you 
his greetings & thanks, I do not remember if 
I told you that his ass has a daughter a month 
old, & she trots along beside her mother & plays 
about on the tennis court while I am having my 
lesson, she is very welcome here & every one has taken 
her photograph, baby donkiessic are so pretty, this one 
is a very soft grey, with fluffy ears & a Victorian fringe 
over her eyes & such dainty little hooves, her mother 
is white & looks very well cared for. 
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          We have had two sand storms recently. we woke up 
this morning to find everything thick with dust 
& it has been blowing hard all day. 

          The guardssic dog looks for his piece of bread every day 
when I return from work. it has got to be quite 
a ceremony, I think old Mahommed sometimes 
invites some of his pals along to see it, of course they 
think we are quite mad. to feed someone else’s dog 
is beyond their comprehension 

          I am afraid something must have happened 
to our cat, he has been missing now for over a month, 
we are quite used to him going off on his various 
love affairs in the spring time, but he has always 
returned within the week. very hungry & looking the 
worse for wear. but never for as long as a month. so 
it seems as if something has happened to him. Amice 
& I are very sad about it as we were very fond of the 
strange beastie. 

          Wip-wat is in splendid health, he has 
been much better since Hakim’s departure. 
H. was such a greedy dog & we think he gulped 
his own share down & then stole Wipwatssic meal as 
well, as Wip-wat is not greedy & eats slowly, so he 
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never got his full share when Hakim was alive – 
he never eats more than he needs & if he has any bread 
over he takes it & digs a hole in the sand & buries[?]/<burys>sic it 
& then if he gets hungry later he goes & digs it up 
again. 

          Lots of love to you & Father. 
          your affectionate daughter 
          Myrtle. 


